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Standard Classes

Master Standard 12”:
1st – Fanfare Dash to Victory MX, MXF, OF, JE “Tash” – Cindy Lether
2nd – Jocasta Paradise, JE, RATS, MJB, MXB “Katie” – Joan Walker
3rd – Woodglen’s Ivy League, CDX, OA, AXJ, OF, CA, CGC, RATS “Ivy” – Laurie Ashworth
4th – Gemstone’s Toast of the Coast “Brynn” – Lyn McArther
Q – MACH5 Sunkist Smoke and Mirrors, CDX, RE, MXS2, MJS2, NAP, NJP, MXF “Klev’r” – Billie Rosen
Q – Glenlair Duke of Erle “Duke” – Anne Bordwell

Master Standard Preferred 12”:
1st – Rocky V “Rocky” – Anne Bordwell

Master Standard Preferred 8”:
1st – CH MACH# Abbeyrd Cayenne, MXS, MJG, XF, ME “Cayenne” – Becky Cranford
2nd – MACH3 PACH Glen Echo MacGregor, US, RAE, MXF, TQX, ME, EE “BJ” – Martha Park
3rd – Sunkist Life in the Fast Lane “Book’n” – Billie Rosen

Open Standard 12”:
1st – GCH CH Playmoor Go Get Rich, NA, NAJ “Cash” – Richard Richey

Novice B Standard 12”:
1st – Sunkist Formula One “Indy” – Becky Cranford
2nd – Bannerkin’s Star Attraction, BN, CD, RN, CGC, RTD “MacGyver” – Carolyn Day
3rd – Underhill Life is a Highway “Truk’n” – Billie Rosen
4th – CH Gusto Beautiful Thing “Hazel” – Cynthia Olsen

Novice Standard Preferred 8”:
1st – Tilted Kilt O’Rylee Lass “Rylee” – Martha Park

Jumpers Classes

Master Jumpers 12”
1st – Fanfare Dash to Victory, MX, MXF, OF, JE “Tash” – Cindy Lether
2nd – Jocasta Paradise, JE, RATS, MJB, MXB “Katie” – Joan Walker
3rd – Skyline Dandini “Dandini” – Alan Izumi
4th – CH MACH9 Fanfare Forget-Me-Not, MXF, ME “Tori” – Cindy Lether
Q – Woodglen’s Ivy League CDX, OA, AXJ, OF, CA, CGC, RATS “Ivy” – Laurie Ashworth
Q – CH Carbo’s Ace in the Hole, CD, RA, MXJ, MX, XF “Burley” – Donna Smith
Q – Gemstone’s Toast of the Coast “Brynn” – Lyn McArther
Q – Glenlair Duke of Erle “Duke” – Anne Bordwell
Q – CH Lndis Inaugural Secret Service “Hubble” – Margaret Rufle

Master Preferred Jumpers 12”:
1st – Rocky V “Rocky” – Anne Bordwell

Master Preferred Jumpers 8”:
1st – CH MACH3 Abbeyrd Cayenne MXS, MJG, XF, ME “Cayenne” – Becky Cranford
2nd – CH Conundrum Iron Lady “Maggie” – Holly Whetstone
3rd – MACH PACH Glen Echo MacGregor, US, RAE, MXF, TQX, ME, EE “BJ” – Martha Park

Excellent Jumpers 12”:
1st – Bannerkin’s Jack Be Quick, JE, NA, OF, OAJ “Jack” – Trish Lindvall
2nd – Sunkist Sharriets O’Fyre “Shyre” – Laurits Dixon
Open Jumpers 12”:
1st – GCH CH Playmoor Go Get Rich, NA, NAJ “Cash” – Richard Richey

Novice B Jumpers 12”:
1st – Sunkist Formula One “Indy” – Becky Cranford
2nd – CH Gusto Beautiful Thing “Hazel” - Cynthia Olson

Novice A Jumpers 12”:
1st - Kittle-Bee Jazz Singer, BN, RE, CA, CGCA “Jazzy” – Dawn Gallo

Novice Preferred 8”:
1st - Tilted Kilt O’Rylee Lass “Rylee” – Martha Park

Time 2 Beat Classes

T2B 12”
1st – Woodglen’s Ivy League, CDX, OA, AXJ, OF, CA, CGC, RATS “Ivy” – Laurie Ashworth
2nd – CH MACH9 Fanfare Forget-Me-Not, MXF, ME “Tori” – Cindy Lether
3rd – Glenlair Duke of Erle “Duke” - Anne Bordwell
4th – MACH5 Sunkist Smoke and Mirrors, CDX, RE, MXS2, MJS2, NAP, NJP, MXF “Klev’r” - Billie Rosen
Q – CH Sunkist Shift Into High, BN, RE, MX, MXJ, XF, JE, CA “Cruz” – Katie Morrell
Q – Ranthorn Reality Check “Darbie” – Julie Price
Q - CH Gemstone’s Toastmaster, OA, OAJ, CAX, SE, RATI, RATS, CGC, VX
Q – Fanfare Livin’ La Vida Loco “Rico” – Cindy Lether

T2B Preferred 12”:
1st – Rocky V “Rocky” – Anne Bordwell

T2B Preferred 8”:
1st – Sunkist Life in the Fast Lane “Book’n” – Billie Rosen
2nd - MACH3 PACH Glen Echo MacGregor, US, RAE, MXF, TQX, ME, EE “BJ’ – Martha Park
3rd – Tilted Kilt O’Rylee Lass “Rylee” – Martha Park

Fast Classes

Master Fast 12”:
1st - MACH5 Sunkist Smoke and Mirrors, CDX, RE, MXS2, MJS2, NAP, NJP, MXF “Klev’r” - Billie Rosen

Master Fast Preferred 8”:
1st – Sunkist Life in the Fast Lane “Book’n” - Billie Rosen
2nd - MACH3 PACH Glen Echo MacGregor, US, RAE, MXF, TQX, ME, EE “BJ’ – Martha Park

Excellent Fast 12”:
1st - Bannerkin’s Jack Be Quick, JE, NA, OF, OAJ “Jack” – Trish Lindvall

Open Fast 12”:
1st - Skyline Dandini “Dandini” – Alan Izumi

Open Fast Preferred 8”:
1st - CH Conundrum Iron Lady, AX, AXJ, NF, ME, CA “Maggie” - Holly Whetsone

Novice B Fast 12”:
1st – Fanfare Livin’ La Vida Loco “Rico” - Cindy Lether
2nd – Glenlair Duke of Erle “Duke” – Anne Bordwell
3rd – GCH CH Playmoor Go Get Rich, NA, NAJ “Cash” - Richard Richey
4th – CH Gusto Beautiful Thing “Hazel” – Cynthia Olson

Novice Preferred Fast 12”:
1st – Rocky V “Rocky” - Anne Bordwell